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Unlock the Secrets to Better Deliverability

Deliverability is still the marketer’s top challenge when attempting to optimize their email marketing efforts. Recent changes in email clients 
and at major ISPs have put the end recipient in more control of their inbox than ever before. Therefore, proper list hygiene combined with 
reputation are the most important areas for marketers to manage. The dreaded “spam complaint” button has become a favorite tool of email 
recipients when dealing with unrecognized or irrelevant messages. Regardless of whether you are a B-to-B or B-to-C marketing professional, 
you are reading this white paper because you are interested in enhancing your email deliverability. 

Your delivery results will depend greatly on the quality of your opt-in list. Why? Because your list quality affects your deliverability and 
deliverability affects returns. Quite simply, a little investment into your email marketing process will reap a lot of return for your program. 
Fortunately, there are numerous easy and effective ways to manage your permission-based list and get the most out of the subscribers you 
already have.

ISPs now make little distinction between spam and unwanted email. How do they tell if an email is unwanted? They’re watching how people 
interact with your emails. Having a large list of inactive recipients (those who don’t open or click on your messages for long periods of time)  
or a list that generates excessive invalid address bounces or spam complaints is seen as spam and routed to bulk folders or blocked. This 
goes far beyond the permission standards previously applied, and unwanted email is now treated as if it were spam. 

To help you optimize your deliverability, we compiled nine best-practice articles on how to boost deliverability, utilize permission practices, 
manage your reputation, drive recognition by recipients of your messages, keep your list clean, and improve your unsubscribe process all in 
an effort to reduce spam complaints.

For a collection of more than 150 articles on email marketing best practices, as well as tools and statistics, please visit our Resource Center 

at http://www.emaillabs.com/resources/. And don’t forget to sign up for our monthly best-practices newsletter, The Intevation Report, at  

http://www.emaillabs.com/resources_enewsletter_subscribe.html to stay up to date on email marketing trends and get timely best-practice tips.

We hope you’ll enjoy these articles and find them useful for your email marketing program. We are always happy to speak with marketers 
about their email marketing programs and recommend specific improvements. Please contact us at 866.362.4522 to talk to one of our 
representatives.

~ EmailLabs 

Introduction
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General

GENERAL

Permission: Standard or Best Practice?

We believe permission is the engine driving the email marketing train. So, it’s a rude shock to wander back into the dining car and find people 
still arguing opt-out as an acceptable strategy.

Permission -- opt-in, double opt-in, confirmed opt-in, whatever form you use -- is no longer one of several options for responsible email 
marketers. It’s even evolved beyond being a best practice, something to shoot for or debate at conference workshops.

Permission is now a required practice and is critical to your email program’s success. Sending email without permission hurts three critical 
facets of your email program: deliverability, customer brand experience, and ROI (define).

 

Deliverability 

Major ISPs require all bulk email sent to their users to be permission-based. From the AOL bulk-email guidelines:

All bulk email to AOL members must be solicited, meaning that the sender has an existing and provable relationship with the email recipient 
and the recipient has not requested not to receive future mailings from the sender. Documentation of the relationship between the sender and 
the recipient must be made available to AOL upon request.

AOL’s whitelisting service requires permission, as does its feedback-loop service, which alerts you to email blockages and failures.

MSN’s policy reads: You may not use any MSN services to send Spam. You also may not deliver Spam or cause Spam to be delivered to any 
of Microsoft’s MSN Services or MSN customers.

And Yahoo’s policy states: Don’t send unsolicited email. Make sure that all email addresses are confirmed with an opt-in process that ensures 
the recipient wants to receive your mail.

Permission is also the standard for accreditation and trusted-sender services, which helps email pass through filters and get delivered to the 

inbox instead of the junk folder. Some even specify the highest level of permission: double/confirmed opt-in.

 

Customer Brand Experience

The ill will a recipient feels toward your unsolicited email can transfer to your brand. A 2003 Harris Poll found 79 percent of Americans were 
“somewhat” to “very” annoyed by spam, which included not just the typical financial and pharmaceutical mailings but also any unsolicited 
email, even from brand-name advertisers.

Annoyed customers inflict long-term damage, too, when they click their spam-reporting buttons and submit your email to blacklists. That can 
get your email blocked entirely or filtered to the junk folder. This is the most direct link to deliverability damage.

 

ROI

Permission-based lists significantly outperform unsolicited mailings. Sure, the contrarians argue, but permission-based lists are much smaller 
than lists built through unsolicited means. 

True, but every analysis we’ve done or seen demonstrates the higher response rates from permission email deliver more sales, leads, and 
desired actions than does unsolicited email to larger lists.
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Companies that send to permission-based house lists typically receive CTRs (define) of 5 to 15 percent or higher. An exceptional response to 
non-permission-based email from house lists would be 1 to 2 percent.

 

E-Mail Marketers Take the Pledge

Another argument that permission is a standard: The Email Sender and Provider Coalition (ESPC) now requires “prior affirmative consent” for 
members who send or manage email programs.

This amounts to an industry mandate, because the ESPC’s membership represents all sides of the email-marketing equation: senders who 
run their own programs or manage campaigns for an estimated 250,000 businesses representing hundreds of millions of addresses; ISPs 
that decide whether to block or pass the email; and MTAs (define) and reputation services serving both senders and recipients.

The ESPC recently updated its Member Pledge to include prior affirmative consent as defined by the U.S. CAN-SPAM Act and the European 
Commission’s Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive:

1. Unsolicited commercial email must not be sent.

2. Commercial email must not be sent to an individual’s email address [without]... prior affirmative consent of the individual... as defined 
by the CAN SPAM Act of 2003... or prior consent of the individual... as defined by the European Commission Privacy and Electronic 
Communications Directive.

 

The Debate Continues 

Despite these arguments, not all marketers agree permission is a requirement for email success. We’re asked in best-practice workshops, 
discussion-group chatter, and questions from prospective clients: why is email held to a higher standard than other marketing channels such 
as broadcast, print, or direct mail?

Our reply: It costs no money and very little time to skip a TV commercial, pitch a catalog, or read past a print ad. Deleting spam wastes the 
recipient’s time and access charges or per-message fees, and degrades the user’s experience and trust in email. Recipients have been 
telling us that since email evolved to a viable marketing channel. Permission is the logical conclusion of that decade-long evolution.

Permission should’ve been the standard as far back as 1978, when the DEC Corp. sent out the world’s first spam message on ARPANET and 
got a stern talking-to from the Defense Communications Agency. 

 
The Seven Best Ways to Boost Deliverability in 2007

Although U.S. e-mail deliverability rates improved throughout 2007, they continued to lag behind European rates in both gross and inbox 
deliverability. In other words, while we’ve gotten better at getting our e-mail to a recipient’s server, we’re still not where we need to be.

If your delivery rates have fallen into the basement, it can be next to impossible to find out which e-mail crime you committed. Most likely, it 
was a host of offenses, including buying or renting dirty mailing lists and ignoring spam complaints.

Don’t know where to start to identify your greatest deliverability inhibitors? Check out these seven sure-fire deliverability boosters and see 
where you need to upgrade your program. Any changes you make should result in a marked increase in delivery rates.
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Immediately Engage Recipients With Permission-Based E-Mail

Permission and its corollary, reader engagement, are the cornerstones of a high-deliverability e-mail program. Readers who ask to receive 
your mailings and get drawn into your culture are less likely to report you as spam and more likely to open and act on your messages. 

It’s not a perfect relationship, but you can mitigate this by welcoming new subscribers immediately and handing them the reins as best you 
can, to determine what they want to receive from you, when, and in what format.

 

Clean Up Message Content

Although keyword-based spam filtering is on the wane, your message still must negotiate a labyrinth of spam filters on every corporate and 
ISP e-mail server. If it’s full of coding errors and spam-like content, it will either be blocked or sent to the junk folder.

Your e-mail service provider (ESP) may offer a message analysis tool, as either a regular service or an add-on. Use it and run everything you 
send through it, even templates for transactional messages such as order confirmations. If you don’t use an ESP, try a free spam analyzer 
like Lyris’ ContentChecker, which uses the open-source anti-spam program SpamAssassin to identify both spam-like content and errors or 
oddities in format and design that would trigger a spam filter.

 

Study Delivery Reports

Every decent e-mail program, whether it’s installed on your own server or used through an ESP, spits out reams of delivery statistics during 
and after each send. Yes, they can make your eyes glaze over if you’re not a natural numbers person, but, more importantly, they tell you 
where you’re failing, what your gross delivery rate is (total messages sent divided by total messages delivered, minus hard bounces), and 
which ISPs or other e-mail destinations refused your messages and why.

If you don’t understand the numbers, call your ESP account exec or ask someone from your IT department to interpret them for you. You 
need to know where you’re having the greatest problems before you can start picking solutions.

 

Build ISP and Blacklist Relationships

Among other things, those delivery reports clearly tell you which receivers are blocking your e-mail and why. If the IP address you use to send 
e-mail has been blacklisted for suspected spamming, the bounce message you receive will more than likely name the blacklist.

ISPs aren’t your enemies, even if they reject over half your e-mail messages. If your ESP doesn’t have someone in charge of ISP relations 
or if you handle your own e-mail marketing, you’ll have to contact the ISPs where you’re having the most trouble and find out who their 
postmaster is. 

If the ISP offers a feedback loop, sign up for it. This is an e-mail notification service that tells you, among other things, which e-mail messages 
recipients flagged as spam. You might be required to qualify for the ISP’s internal whitelist before you can join the feedback loop, but that only 
helps improve delivery to that ISP.

Blacklists are a little trickier to deal with because they don’t have the same personnel transparency ISPs have. However, most reputable 
blacklists provide directions on how to contact them and how to request removal.

 

Resolve Spam Complaints Promptly

Failure to deal promptly with spam complaints is one of the top reasons ISPs block commercial e-mail messages. When you receive one, 
whether it comes from an ISP’s feedback loop or the recipient you mailed to, you must promptly remove the address from your database. No 
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one cares if the recipient actually subscribed to your program. What matters is that you’re seen to act quickly on complaints.

For this reason, you must monitor every mailbox associated with your e-mail program. It also doesn’t matter if some one sent a demand to 
be removed from your list to an unmonitored mailbox. What matters is if someone scanning incoming mail sees the request and forwards it to 
the right place.

 

Clean Your Lists Regularly

Any decent e-mail-delivery software should remove addresses associated with hard-bouncing messages as soon as the bounce occurs. You 
may have to do more of this if you use only single opt-in, which doesn’t require subscribers to confirm their addresses via a Web page or 
reply e-mail.

Repeatedly e-mailing addresses that an ISP reported as closed or nonexistent is another top reason you were blocked. Clean out any 
address that hasn’t shown activity over a time, say six months to a year. That also enhances deliverability.

 

Authenticate Yourself

Another trend to take note of is greater use of authentication by e-mail senders. Ever more senders are taking steps to prove they are who 
they claim to be and to legitimize where they send e-mail from (their IP addresses). Again, this is a step your ESP can help with if it doesn’t 

already require that as a condition of taking you on as a client. It’s also relatively simple for DIY e-mail senders. More details are here.

RECOGNITION

Recognition is the New Email Must-Have

Think you know what spam is? Here’s how gatekeepers of two of the largest email destinations on your mailing list now define it:

Operationally we define spam as whatever consumers don’t want in their inbox. - Miles Libbey, Yahoo! 

It is really about what the consumer wants. Even if they asked to receive the email, if they do not find value in it, then it is not a good email. 
We want to make sure that our customers are happy. - Charles Stiles, AOL 

 
Let’s make it crystal-clear:

Spam is no longer just any email message that arrives uninvited in your inbox. The definition now has been broadened to include any email 
message your recipient doesn’t want anymore, even the ones they opted into. Even yours. 

Here’s how the rules have changed: Email-marketing success, at least where deliverability and the customer relationship are concerned, now 
requires three building blocks, in ascending order of importance: 

Permission: This used to be the hallmark of a successful email program, but today it’s just the most basic requirement. 

Relevance: Does your subscriber see the value in your email? Does it speak to her needs? Is it what she signed up for — content, format 
and frequency? “Relevance” trumps “permission” when it comes to your sender’s reputation and delivery results because relevant offers to 
interested recipients drive fewer spam complaints. Spam complaints are what hurts a sender’s reputation and sparks delivery challenges. 
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Recognition: This is a new concept in email marketing, but it actually trumps both relevance and permission. Sure, you got permission 
because you used a pre-checked box on your registration page, and by some happy accident, the offers you send are relevant. But your 
relationship might be built on a big disconnect that threatens to blow up into spam complaints. If someone doesn’t recall actively signing up 
with you, doesn’t recognize you or remember why he is getting the email, often he will simply treat the message as spam.

Recognition has four requirements:

The ISP can recognize you as the sender because you use authentication.  •
Recipients can recognize you from your “from” address.  •
Recipients can recognize from the subject line that the message contains information they want to read.  •
Recipients can recognize from the message content that they requested to receive this type of information from you. •

Using Recognition to Reduce Spam Complaints

Your spam-complaint performance is a key factor in your sender reputation, which ISPs use to determine whether to accept, block or filter 
your email messages to a recipient’s bulk folder. Resolving complaints quickly is one way to boost your reputation. In the long run, you want 
to reduce spam complaints as much as you can. This is where recognition is your ally.

When senders with high volumes of spam complaints are investigated to understand what drives those complaints, their performance in three 
areas is what’s key: 

The opt-in process: It must be clear and obvious (no pre-checked boxes, no automatic subscription when registering   •
at a Web site or for a service, no forced opt-in). 
Recognition: The client must issue prompt confirmation and welcome messages and conduct a welcome program   •
using email designed to make the message’s identity and purpose clear at a glance. 
The unsubscribe process: It must be easy to find and use, instill trust that you’ll honor it, and be functional the first   •
time (no failures) and immediate. CAN-SPAM gives you 10 days; that’s nine days too long.

If you’re just beginning to organize your email program, it’s easy to design one that accommodates permission, relevance and recognition. 
More likely, though, you’re revamping an existing program, tossing out what doesn’t work and retooling to meet the challenges of a more 
demanding email universe.

Relevance is relatively easier to build in to an existing program, because you can add segmentation using whatever data you have on 
your subscribers. When new programs or content offerings arise, you can include choices in your preference centers and use your existing 
programs to drive interest for your subscribers.

Recognition is more of a challenge, because you need to go back to the beginning and improve the way you collect addresses and welcome 
newcomers into the fold. Note: This will only help moving forward. Current subscribers, who are likely to be the ones causing the complaints 
you are reacting to, will not benefit from these changes. You might need to consider re-activation strategies to remind them of how they joined 
and the benefits of your email messages.

It’s worth the time it takes to upgrade your address collection and new-subscriber welcome program, because it will help you develop a 
database of subscribers who recognize and welcome you into the inbox. This, in turn, will boost readership and help reduce spam complaints

 

Five Strategies to Boost Recognition

Your goal with boosting recognition is to reduce the chance that your recipients won’t recognize your mailings and use the spam button to 
make them disappear.
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        1.    Upgrade your permission practices. 

Abandon the pre-checked box.  •
Allow only one choice per subscription option. “Newsletter and Special Offers” is two different types of email and requires two  •
checkboxes, not just one. 
Move from single opt-in to double opt-in. Don’t add names to your database that have not explicitly requested to join.  •
Never force opt-ins. Use clear and conspicuous language. Don’t expect subscribers to read the fine print in your terms and  •
conditions to find out they have been added to a list. 
Honor unsubscribes immediately.  •

More information: 22 Imperatives for Email Marketing Success 

2. Set solid expectations at registration that tell the subscriber what kinds of email they requested. Use a dedicated subscription page that 

spells out the benefits of your email and requires just a little effort to join; it makes the subscription memorable before the first message 

appears. Provide content, format and frequency options that allow subscribers to tailor the program that works best for them.  More 

information: Optimized Opt-in Pages Increase Conversions 

3. Show examples of past mailings. A picture is worth a thousand words. If you allow new subscribers to preview the types of messaging 

before signing up, they are much more likely to recognize your message when it shows up in their inboxes. 

4. Design a welcome program that engages newcomers immediately with confirmation and welcome messages that recap their own 

expectations and choices. Use a message format that makes your identity clear in the from and subject lines as well as in the message 

body, whether or not the recipient can immediately view images. Be sure to encourage new subscribers to add you to their address 

books to ensure future delivery to their inboxes.  More information: Make Your Email Stand Out in the Crowd 

5. Deliver on those expectations with relevant, identifiable mailings. Leverage your brand name in both text and images. Don’t rely solely 

on images to reinforce who the message is from.

  
That last strategy might be the hardest one to carry out. But if you can incorporate all five strategies to boost recognition, your payoff will be a 
more stable and satisfied readership whose members are less likely to reach for the spam button. 

REPUTATION

Make the Most of a Good Reputation

Maintaining a good working relationship with ISPs is essential to improving your e-mail delivery. One or two wrong moves, and an ISP 
representing a big chunk of your recipients could cut you off completely.

You can enhance that relationship two ways:

Authenticate yourself to prove you are who you claim to be and you have the right to send e-mail from the domain or Internet address you 

cite. (For more on this technical step,  follow this link.)

Improve your sender reputation by following best practices in permission e-mail marketing, so an ISP can recognize instantly you’re one of 
the good guys, not a spammer.

This isn’t an either/or situation. You serve your e-mail program best when you pursue both methods to prove yourself a genuine, reputable 
marketer whose messages deserve to be accepted by the receiving ISP and routed to the correct mailboxes of your recipients.
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Authentication vs. Reputation

Although both methods enhance your standing with ISPs and your recipients, they differ significantly. Authentication is a process over which 
you have direct control. You choose which ISPs to authenticate yourself with and install the code required or provided by the ISP. 

Reputation, on the other hand, evolves from the way you conduct your e-mail business. Even upstanding, legitimate businesses can develop 
bad reputations if they fail to follow good e-mail practices. You control it only by the extent you employ e-mail best practices, such as:

Add names to your database only with permission, and remove them promptly when requested to do so. •
Remove bounced or obsolete addresses quickly from your database. Sending repeatedly to bad addresses is a spammer signal to  •
many ISPs.
Participate in feedback loops with ISPs that offer them and resolve spam complaints quickly. •
Track your IP address on major blacklists, and document all efforts to resolve blocks. •
Earn certifications or assurances from third-party reputation services that ISPs consult when deciding whether to accept, block, or  •
filter your e-mail.

 

How to Evaluate Third-Party Services

Another difference between authentication and reputation is authentication is easier to achieve. You just need a database person who knows 
how to install the code. Reputation is trickier, because it involves variables beyond your immediate control. 

This has led to a growth in third-party reputation services. Although the major services vary in how they approach reputation assurance, all will 
examine your e-mail program in detail and either certify or verify you as a reputable sender to ISPs that have agreed to use their reports when 
deciding whether to deliver, block, or filter your e-mail.

When you contract with a reputation service provider, expect to go through a rigorous audit of your e-mail practices. The audit likely will turn up 
problems and weak spots to correct, along with recommendations for correcting them. The service should also help you resolve block listing 
issues.

The three major services available are Habeas, Sender Score Certified, and Goodmail. All three will audit your program, highlight weaknesses, 
and help you correct problems. However, each one has a key relationship with different ISPs and e-mail receiver systems. Those relationships 
could help you decide which service to choose if you’re in the market:

Habeas maintains a DNS-based safe list of reputable senders (the opposite of a block list). SpamAssassin is its largest key relationship and 
provides up to a -8 in content scoring to help marketers get e-mail delivered to recipients’ inboxes. This relationship provides the greatest lift to 
business-to-business clients. Habeas also sets up feedback loops and whitelisting services at the major ISPs and will work with major block list 
operators to resolve block listings against their clients.

Goodmail has key relationships with AOL, Yahoo, and a few smaller ISPs. E-mail senders who want to boost their chances of getting delivered 
correctly to members’ mailboxes with fully rendered HTML have to pass Goodmail’s standards and pay a per-message fee. 

Sender Score Certified (SSC) has a key relationship with Hotmail. Messages with an SSC code are recognized and passed through Hotmail’s 
network of internal filters.

To figure out which service offers the greatest advantage, look at your delivery reports to discover where you’re having the greatest delivery 
difficulty. For example, you find 60 percent of your e-mail into AOL is being blocked completely, not merely filtered. You’ll want to contract with a 
service closely aligned with the AOL system.

Whitelisting: A Privilege Worth Earning
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Smart e-mail marketers know how important it is to be on ISP whitelists. Messages are more likely to be delivered to the inbox rather than go 
to the bulk folder or be blocked. You may even learn about problems sooner if an ISP recognizes you as a whitelisted sender. Many provide 
valuable feedback about your sender reputation that you can use to guide your e-mail program’s development.

Because the trust level must be high (to prevent spammers from making their way onto ISP whitelists) ISPs don’t make getting on a whitelist 
easy. A lengthy application process is just the beginning. ISPs now take weeks to evaluate messages and how recipients respond to them 
before they process a whitelist request. By the time it’s over, you’ll feel as if the ISP has scrutinized every dark corner of your e-mail program. 
(Which it has.)

An ISP has the right to extend or revoke access to its customers’ inboxes according to its own rules. It’s not legally bound to let your 
messages pass, no matter how worthy you consider them. You either play by the rules or you don’t play.

Many e-mail service providers (ESPs) apply for whitelising on their clients’ behalf. With strong ISP relations and because ESPs often require 
many of the same best practices as the ISPs, ESP clients have a greater chance of being accepted onto ISP whitelists. The ISP still controls 
the application process and decision. When an application is denied, ESPs often have professional service groups that can help their clients 
understand what changes are necessary before reapplying.

Caveats about whitelisting:

Because an ISP accepts you is no excuse for bad behavior. This includes resurrecting old customer files to build your list back up and 
reinserting files you’d removed because they bounced or were blocked. Such behavior could negatively affect delivery.

Whitelisting isn’t a permanent free pass to an ISP’s inboxes. An ISP can revoke whitelist status at any time for any infraction of its rules, 
and it most likely won’t tell you that you were taken off the list. Even after you’re added to the whitelist, you must stay on top of delivery 
reports to see if trouble crops up.

An application doesn’t guarantee acceptance. It used to be you filled out an online form and waited for the ISP to process it. Today, ISPs 
take their time during an application process; it can take anywhere from a few days to several weeks. During that period, the ISP might 
monitor your mailings for invalid addresses, spam trap hits, and, most important, consumer complaints.

If you’re considering switching ESPs, first identify any current delivery problems and make sure you don’t take them with you to the new 
provider. You risk recreating the same problems or worse ones. Be prepared for initial delivery challenges, and expect to have to prove your 
reputation as a good sender to both your new ESP and the ISPs it’ll whitelist you with.

You must have a good reputation to even be considered for whitelisting. These five elements are the foundation of a good sender reputation:

Recipient feedback (spam complaints): How many do your campaigns generate, on average? •
Traffic patterns: Do you follow a regular mailing schedule or do you batch and blast? •
Domain/IP longevity: A new trend among some ISPs is to throttle back delivery on newer IP addresses or domains due to the  •
concern they were created to spam.
Unsubscribe behavior: How long does it take you to remove an address? •
Spam trap hits/blocklists: Do your mailings show up at the e-mail addresses ISPs and anti-spam groups maintain to catch spam?  •

 

Not Whitelisted? It’s Not Fatal

It’s better to be whitelisted than not, but if you’re turned down or removed, it’s not the end of the world. Usually, it’s because your reputation 
has taken a few hits, likely from excessive complaints. Make a few changes to bring complaint volumes down and clean up your reputation, 
then try again.

One advantage of being whitelisted is inclusion in the feedback loop (FBL), an e-mail channel that reports problems, particularly spam 
complaints. If you don’t currently get this feedback, you may be very alarmed when you suddenly learn why the ISPs won’t accept you on 
their whitelists. Some ISPs still offer FBLs to senders who aren’t on the whitelist or whose applications were denied. 
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If you fail the whitelist application, be sure to use the FBL data to remove complainers and clean up your list and reputation before you try 
again. Problems that caused you to fail your application highlight the changes you should make to improve your reputation.

If you don’t qualify for whitelisting, it doesn’t mean the ISP will automatically block your messages. It will, however, scrutinize them more 
closely, apply more filters, and limit the number of messages it will allow through its servers at one time. It could also mean your messages 
are delivered to recipients’ bulk folders more often if they haven’t already added you to their personal whitelist or contact list.

If you’re faced with these challenges, most ISPs will allow you to participate in their FBL programs so you can work toward improving your 
reputation. This is where it pays to have an ESP with demonstrated close relations with the major ISPs to help guide you through the changes 
required to get whitelisted.

 
Can You Pass an E-Mail Reputation Audit?

The auditors are coming! The auditors are coming!

This time, they don’t want your tax records. Instead, they’ll scrutinize every nook and cranny of your email policies and procedures to 
determine whether you’re a reliable emailer or a despicable spammer.

Unlike your average trip to the tax collector, though, this audit can actually do you some good.

In recent years, anti-spam efforts have moved steadily away from domain and content blocking. Reputation management and accreditation 
by recognized white-hat agencies count more heavily toward getting your email delivered.

Accompanying that movement are third-party auditing and accreditation firms that specialize in assessing your performance as an emailer 
based on your subscription, delivery, and privacy practices.

TRUSTe, Habeas, and Return Path/Sender Score Certified are the best known of these firms. All three use a battery of tests and 
questionnaires that measure what you say you do as an emailer and how you perform in the email space.

It’s no simple chat over coffee. After you pass a preliminary certification quiz, Habeas scrutinizes your email operations with over 50 
questions. TRUSTe uses a 15-page self-assessment.

After you finish the auditing process, you may feel as if you really did go through a tax audit, perhaps a root canal. Yet measuring your 
reputation and seeking third-party accreditation are steps to consider if you’re serious about boosting your delivery rate and maximizing email 
return on investment (ROI).

A reputation audit can reveal where you’re vulnerable to blacklisting or blocking because of a program weakness. It could reveal you failed to 
secure your network against computer worms, Trojan horses, and other malicious invaders, for example.

An accreditation procedure evaluates your email program against its best practices. If you pass, your email messages receive an 
accreditation, such as a special code, recognized by participating ISPs. The code allows your messages to bypass their filters and go straight 
to recipients’ inboxes.

Whether you anticipate using the services of one of these companies or not, you should know how your email practices and policies would 
stack up in an audit.

Try our 22-question mini-audit below. It’s based on actual self-assessments. (Caveat: “yes” isn’t always the correct answer. It could mean 
you’re using methods that violate the accreditation company’s standards.)

 

E-Mail Address Collection

Do you use an email service provider to send email? If not, do you own the IP addresses you use to send email? List all.
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Does your organization use any of the following sources to collect email: list brokers, third-party marketing lists, co-registration offers, or 
permission transferred from affiliates or third parties?

Can you provide proof of consent for names and email addresses acquired through co-registration offers, including date, time, originating IP 
address, and Web page URL?

 

Privacy Notices

Where on your Web site do you notify subscribers about the kinds of email you’ll send them: prominently above the form where email 
addresses and personal information are taken; below the form but above the submit button; below the form; on a privacy page linked from the 
registration page; or no explicit explanation provided?

How do you notify users of changes in your email policies and practices: email, Web page, other, or none?

 

Online Consent

How do you collect consent from recipients to send commercial or promotional email: double opt-in, opt-in with verification; opt-in; pre-
selected option with verification; or other?

How do you collect consent to share email addresses with third parties or affiliates: double opt-in, opt-in with verification; opt-in; pre-selected 
option with verification; or other?

How do you determine whether third parties who provide you email addresses have obtained their users’ consent: in writing; reviewed their 
consent method; reviewed the URL where the third party obtained consent; or other?

Do you send commercial or promotional email based on prior business relationships but without prior consent? 

Do you require users to accept your commercial or promotional email as a condition of doing business with you?

 

Accountability

Do you have a procedure to manage email bounces and update the status of repeatedly bouncing email? 

Is your company registered at Network Abuse Clearinghouse?

 

Unsubscribe Process

Does every email message you send to your mailing list include an unsubscribe link that’s functional for at least 30 days after the message  
is sent? 

How soon do you process unsubscribe requests after receipt? 

Which unsubscribe mechanisms do you provide: click on a link in the email message; click on a link, then follow instructions on Web page; 
reply to message with unsubscribe request; log in to online account-management page; use offline methods; or other?

Do you maintain an email-address suppression list? If so, how often do you run your mailing lists against your suppression list: before each 
email campaign, daily, or other?

 

Subscriber Information Management

How can users update their subscription information and personal information? 
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How do you verify the identity of a subscriber who wants to update his subscription or personal information provided at registration?

 

Security

Outline the steps you’ve taken to secure your system against open proxies, open relays, and transmission of viruses, worms, Trojan horses, 
and so forth over your network or IP addresses.

How do you secure your database containing email addresses and other information obtained at sign-up?

 

Tracking

Do you associate information collected through log files, cookies, Web beacons, or other tracking technology with individual email addresses?

 

Legal

Does your email program fully comply with the CAN-SPAM Act, as well as with Michigan and Utah child protection regulations?

How did you do? If you’ve updated your email program to follow industry best practices, you probably came out OK. If you spotted a 
weakness, you can start working on it now.

In a future column, we’ll outline several of the most common failings these audits turn up and how you can overcome them before the 
auditors arrive. 

 
LIST HYGIENE

E-Mail Permission, Privacy Best Practices

The Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group’s (MAAWG’s) new set of best communication practices for bulk senders is a great resource to 
help you ratchet up your e-mail message delivery. It covers just about every issue that crops up between senders and ISPs and explains 
clearly what needs to be done to achieve higher deliverability.

MAAWG, an industry group formed to fight messaging abuse such as spam and fraud e-mail, said its first set of best practices was intended 
to both help legitimate e-mail from high-volume senders, like e-mail marketers, stand out better from spam and phishing e-mail; and reduce 
the ISP’s burden of sorting good messages from bad.

Although you might bristle at the idea of outsiders telling you how to run your e-mail business, the recommendations have been endorsed by 
the bipartisan Email Sender and Provider Coalition, which seats bulk senders and recipients at the same table.

Also, the best practices closely reflect the standards e-mail senders have developed over the last 10 years or so and explain some technical 
requirements in fairly plain language. This should help you see the benefits better and be more able to discuss implementing them with your 
IT department.

Below are highlights of the five recommendations.

 

Obtain Clear and Conspicuous Consent

No surprise here: MAAWG supports not only opt-in but also double opt-in to verify addresses and reduce bounces due to malformed syntax 
and fake subscribing.
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But MAAWG goes further to say that you should also specify what the list is about and how often you’ll send messages, as well as any other 
ways you’ll use the ISP’s e-mail addresses. It also says the e-mail confirmation should be sent from a dedicated rather than a shared IP 
address and should come from the same sender address as your other e-mail messages on that list.

 

Use Clear, Conspicuous, and Easy to Use Unsubscription Options

Again, a no-brainer for evolved e-mail marketers. However, MAAWG specifies using an automated industry-standard list-unsubscribe 
mechanism rather than a homegrown one or manual removal. Also, use a text description instead of an image (a button marked “unsubscribe 
here”), accept unsubscribes via e-mail as well as a Web page, and act on requests that go to addresses other than your prescribed remove 
address, such as a sender or reply-to address.

Another suggestion: load subscription-preference pages with the unsubscribe box checked for subscribers who signed up by accident.  
You already know better than to have subscribe options with pre-checked boxes, right?

Not surprisingly, MAAWG pays close attention to resolving complaints:

Honor all abuse complaints as if they were unsubscribe requests, and remove them immediately.

Accept complaints at a dedicated e-mail address (abuse@) plus postmaster@ and any Whois or other directory-service account  
for your domain.

Monitor abuse complaints, and work to reduce them to avoid violating an ISP’s acceptable-use policy.

 

Enhance Sender Accountability and Messaging Reputation

This section gives you a tall technical order: know and comply with the e-mail policies for all the ISPs and e-mail access providers you either 
use yourself or send to. Authenticate your e-mail messages. Adopt messaging-industry identification standards for identifying messages.

Further, MAAWG wants to see accountability in your message content as well as in your transmission. Avoid anything that could hide your 
identity, spy on recipients, or extract information without consent. Seek ISP whitelisting and feedback-loop participation. Clean your lists 
regularly, removing inactive addresses.

 

Managing Delivery Errors and List Maintenance

This section requires you to stay on top of deliveries to spot and correct problems early. It outlines best practices for sending procedures and 
resolving failures, errors, and retries. Although they break no new ground, since they follow established messaging-industry practices, bulk 
e-mail senders are now expected to understand how their organizations complying with them.

Technical specs, while just as crucial to boosting deliverability as permission, message content, and list hygiene, can be mind-numbingly 
incomprehensible to lay people. To its credit, MAAWG helps you understand the tech requirements in sections three and four in a 

 separate document that translates the arcane into more everyday language.

 

Mitigating and Resolving Message Disruption Issues

Again, you’re expected to know and comply with the policies of all ISPs and ESPs you deal with and to track delivery metrics, such as reader 
complaints, hard bounces, and spam-trap addresses for each IP address and domain name you send from.

Investigate message disruptions immediately and through proper e-mail or Web channels first, and be a visible and active participant in  
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anti-abuse industry groups.

 
Why Easy Unsubscribing Really Is Better

The latest report from the Email Sender and Provider Coalition (ESPC) draws a portrait of American e-mail users as an experienced, savvy 
group willing to use the functions they’re given to manage their e-mail, yet they’re looking for more help from new features such as a universal 
“unsubscribe” button.

Marketers have been requesting an “unsubscribe” button as an alternative to the “report spam” button many e-mail clients now provide. But 
that alone won’t solve the real problem: unsubscribe processes that are unnecessarily complicated or unworkable, sparking frustration among 
users. 

That frustration drives many users to click “report spam” instead of navigating the official unsubscribe path, which in turn leads to deliverability 
problems. The survey found 20 percent of respondents admit to using the “report spam” button to unsubscribe. It doesn’t sound like a lot, until 
you look at spam complaint numbers. Wouldn’t you have liked to reduce spam complaints by 20 percent last year?

The survey results convincingly argue that subscribers are smarter than many marketers give them credit for. Not only do they know what the 
“report spam” button is for, they use it for specific reasons when they click it.

More than 8 out of 10 e-mail users have used the “report spam” button in their e-mail clients’ interfaces. Nine out of 10 e-mail users want a 
universal “unsubscribe” button in their e-mail clients’ interfaces, one that would send an unsubscribe request from the receiving e-mail server 
to the sender’s database. Ideally, this would automatically remove the address. This is exactly how ISPs want marketers to use the feedback 
data provided by those “report spam” buttons.

Many e-mail senders, and even the ESPC itself, have advocated that device for a long time as a way to combat false-positive spam reporting. 
Some coding work has been done, though a beta test is a long way off. 

Many marketers are seriously misguided about why subscribers want that feature. It’s because the regular unsubscribe process is difficult, is 
confusing, or just doesn’t work. Marketers who fail to recognize that frustration and don’t work to reduce it may well be missing a key factor in 
their own delivery issues.

Conventional wisdom says people use the “report spam” button because they don’t know any better, they believe it’s the correct way to stop 
unwanted e-mail, or they’re just too lazy to do the right thing. But consumers have shown they do know how to use that button, and they use 
it for a reason.

Although more marketers have seen the light on permission, not as many see the value in an easy unsubscribe process. The thinking is that 
once they get that coveted e-mail address into their database, they must keep it there at all costs. 

But when someone’s ready to go, you don’t benefit by keeping them on your list one minute longer than they want to be on it. 

An unsubscribe request doesn’t always signal the relationship’s end. But if that’s the only way you interpret it and you cling to the subscriber 
with a complicated unsubscribe procedure that leads to frustration, you may end up with false spam-reporting incidents. This, in turn, can lead 
to delivery challenges for the rest of your subscribers.

You’re guilty if you do any of the following as part of your unsubscribe process:

Require subscribers to log into their accounts, using user names and passwords to access the unsubscribe link. •
Require subscribers to reply to an unsubscribe confirmation before honoring the request. •
Delay the request to your database for the full 10 days the U.S. CAN-SPAM Act provides while scheduling multiple mailings   •
during that window.
Place the mandatory unsubscribe link in an out-of-the-way place or behind an image that doesn’t load when a client blocks im- •
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ages by default.

Why invest time and effort to review, and possibly redesign, your unsubscribe process? Because people want to (and will) use it. They want 
the process to work.

A best practice for e-mail unsubscribes dictates you require as little information and as few clicks as possible to complete the process. No 
log-in data should be required beyond the correct e-mail address, and one click (two at most) should be all it takes. If subscribers are taken to 
a preference page, it should be prepopulated with that user’s information. 

While you make unsubscribing as easy as possible, also make it a positive experience. A well-crafted unsubscribe confirmation page or 
e-mail can include these elements:

A statement recognizing the subscriber’s wish to leave the list and offering other options, such as less frequent mailings or other  •
publications.
An address-update form for people who didn’t access your profile-update form from the e-mail. •
Links to other site resources the visitor might find useful. •
A quick exit survey (text box or clickable options) that asks the reason for leaving and suggestions for improvement. Keep it to  •
two questions, maximum. (It’s best to solicit this information after you receive the unsubscribe request, not as a barrier to it.)
Directions on how to halt the unsubscribe process if the user clicked to the page in error. •

Are you a permission marketer suffering from high spam-complaint rates but aren’t sure why? Take a few minutes to review your unsubscribe 
process. See if you can’t make it easier to use.

Many Opt-In Sources, One Permission Standard

So you’re a permission marketer, and you still don’t understand why you generate so many spam complaints every time you send a 
commercial e-mail campaign? Consider this: if you use more than one method to collect addresses but don’t apply the same opt-in and 
welcome standards to each, you’re courting permission disaster. 

Say you’re a retailer with both an online business and a brick-and-mortar store. You have an opt-in blank on your home page and an opt-in 
checkbox on the order or confirmation page. Your salespeople solicit the purchaser’s address at the point of sale. You may even use co-
registration or affiliate programs to grow your list.

So far, so good. But what happens once a shopper hands over her e-mail address? 

If you follow basic permission practices, when she opts in to your list via the form on your Web site, she should immediately be taken to a 
thank-you page that confirms the request and outlines what to expect from the e-mail program. 

This should launch an e-mail welcoming her to the program. This welcome process generally states the benefits and subscription terms, 
such as the content she can expect to receive and how often she’ll receive it. It states or links to the privacy policy, perhaps includes a new-
customer or e-mail-only offer, and links back to the Web site.

Compare that to what you do with addresses you collect at purchase. Do you launch the same confirmation or welcome campaign for an 
online customer who signs up during the purchase (whether online or at the store)?

Probably not. There’s a big disconnect between the way marketers manage Web opt-ins and how they address those they collect from other 
sources. Web visitors get the full treatment, whereas paying customers get dumped into a database and blasted with promo e-mail without so 
much as a “thank you.” They deserve the same treatment, if not better, than your site visitors.

This lack of consistency causes other problems that can reduce e-mail marketing effectiveness. When you have different opt-in standards, 
you also collect different levels of information. This makes it impossible to send the kind of effective, targeted e-mail that generates higher 
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response rates and lower spam complaints.

You can see this in your database records, where the number of demographic fields varies widely by source. Direct Web and co-reg sign-ups 
and affiliate registrations usually have the least information (short forms convert higher, goes the thinking), perhaps even just a source code and 
e-mail address. Transaction opt-ins often include name, address, and more data nuggets. Below, a three-step solution to the problem.

 

Audit the Collection Process

Review your marketing program to identify all the ways you collect e-mail addresses:

Direct Web site registration •
Referrals from forward-to-a-friend forms •
Check-off boxes during the order process: order page, confirmation page, e-mail shipping notice •
Co-registration program •
Affiliate program referrals •
List rental •
E-mail append •
Point-of-purchase signups •
Other offline registration: contests, conferences, etc. •

Each registration channel attracts a different subscriber type. Someone who opts in from a Web form likely has different needs and interests 
from the person who signs up as part of a contest. Neither is as interested as the subscriber who signs up during a purchase. Consider these 
differences when segmenting or targeting lists for future campaigns.

Regardless of the source, you must launch a proactive welcome campaign as soon as possible after collecting the address. Solid relationship 
building is always key to future successful campaigns.

 

Unify the Process for Collecting Data Used in Mailings

If you personalize mailings with “Dear Firstname,” make sure you collect a first name from all sources. I often see missing or blank personalized 
fields from e-mail programs with multiple collection points.

 

Create a Positive Experience From the Start

Send a welcome e-mail message to get newcomers engaged in your program as soon as you confirm the opt-in. Transactional and shipping 
e-mail messages are no substitute for a dedicated welcome message that confirms the opt-in and sets expectations. A message that reinforces 
benefits and expectations doesn’t interrupt the transaction process.

Permission Is Perishable

Related issue: How long does it take to get a point-of-purchase address into your database? Does it go in right away, or sit in the register or on a 
desk until someone has time to enter it?

When you neglect a dedicated welcome as part of the opt-in process for any acquisition channel, you create delivery challenges. You may think 
you’re doing all the right things to build lists using permission. In truth, you may have big customer-expectation holes to fill.

Look at your address-acquisition program as a whole. Track the source and identify how you register, confirm, and welcome subscribers. This 
helps identify permission gaps and how to close them. 
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Spam Complaints: ISPs Aren’t the Enemy

Often, at deliverability roundtables or best-practices workshops, somebody will either accuse ISPs of warning users to hit the “Report Spam” 
button instead of unsubscribing from unwanted email or demand a way to refute a user’s spam complaint sent via an ISP’s feedback loop.

Neither tactic helps the marketer solve the real problem: ISPs want to reduce the barrage of unwanted email sent to their users, permission-
based or not. Spam complaints are the number-one factor that harms deliverability with major ISPs. That’s more than email content and 
coding (28 percent of the marketers in our recent deliverability survey) or opt-in practices (25 percent thought that was the greatest factor).

ISPs don’t care whether your email message is transactional or double opt-in or sent to a list full of addresses harvested from the Web. If the 
message generates a lot of complaints, the ISP will filter it to the bulk folder, block you completely, or do whatever else is necessary to protect 
its users from you.

The “Report Spam” button that has so many marketers spooked doesn’t do that much damage by itself. If 1 or 2 or 10 users out of the 5,000 
or 50,000 on your mailing list click the spam button in their email clients, your message won’t automatically be blocked or filtered. ISPs know 
users often hit the “Report Spam” button by accident when they just wanted to delete a message or mistakenly thought hitting the spam 
button would unsubscribe them.

However, if a significant number (typically 0.5 to 2 percent) of your subscribers click the spam button, the ISP will take action.

If you run a genuinely permission-based list but your message still generates more complaints than the ISP permits, you have a relationship 
problem with your recipients. You must fix the problem yourself. Cursing or complaining to the ISP that blocked or filtered you won’t solve it.

Most likely, you need to address one or more of these areas when dealing with a high complaint rate in a permission environment:

Hidden unsubscribe links and instructions. You must make it easy for your recipients to remove themselves from your list. Don’t hide 
instructions in tiny print or require users to enter passwords or confirm the request. Use a one- or two-step process at most. Test it regularly to 
make sure it works. If someone tries to unsubscribe following your procedure and fails, you can bet the next email you send will be reported 
as spam.

An old list. Your list might be 100 percent double opt-in, but if you haven’t sent a message to it in the last year or so, you lose brand 
recognition. To recipients who aren’t on your brand bandwagon, it will look like spam and be marked as such.

Poor sender and subject lines. A message sent from an unspecific address (“mail@company.com”) with a general subject line (“Information 
you requested”) looks like spam. Users rely on sender lines as their first test of whether an email is wanted and trusted or deleted. Subject 
lines are their second. A poor combination of both greatly increases your chances of receiving spam complaints. If you don’t have a strong 
brand, your content is aggressive or potentially problematic, or you send infrequently, consider including your brand in the subject line.

Lack of user preferences. Some people really do want plain-text messages instead of bandwidth-sucking HTML with video and sound, 
especially in business-to-business and tech sectors. If you haven’t already, provide a user-preference page at registration that allows users to 
choose their message format, frequency, and product or topic categories as appropriate. Honor those preferences to the letter.

Lack of user email address. Subscribers often opt in to a list with more than one email address, forgetting they’ve already subscribed. 
When they unsubscribe from one address but continue to receive email, they’re likely to complain. To reduce this risk, mail-merge the actual 
email address into your subscriber information area and display it in every message.

Unmanaged expectations. Explain clearly on your registration page what you’ll send and how often. Then stick to it. Don’t send anything 
readers don’t expect, no matter how much you think they’d like it. E-mail is no place to second-guess reader preferences.

Delayed removal of unsubscribes. An import-car manufacturer that just revived a two-year-old mailing list (an absolute no-no; see the 
second bullet point) said it could take up to 14 days to honor an unsubscribe request. Under the CAN-SPAM Act, you have only 10 days to 
remove the name. Most mailing-list software can remove the address as soon as it receives an unsubscribe click or request.
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Unmonitored and unacted on spam complaints. If you aren’t on feedback loops at major ISPs such as AOL and MSN, sign up now. (Lists 

and instructions are here). Remove any subscriber who lodges a spam complaint, even if you can prove he requested your email. Yes, this 
adds a step to your email process, but it’s necessary to reduce incidences of blocking or filtering.

Implementing these steps is the most effective way to reduce spam complaints and subsequently boost deliverability and improve and 
maintain a sterling email sender reputation.
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About EmailLabs

EmailLabs is a leading provider of high-performance email marketing solutions to agencies, publishers and marketing departments of middle-
market and Global 2000 companies. The EmailLabs email marketing platform is provided as an ASP (Web-based) service, and is easily 
integrated with a company’s Web site, sales force automation and CRM technologies through EmailLabs’ application programming interface 
(API). For the fourth consecutive year, EmailLabs has been recognized by ASPnews.com as one of the Top 50 ASPs worldwide and as a Top 
25 Service Provider for the Software-as-a Service (SaaS) and Business Service Provider category. The company provides email marketing 
solutions to more than 550 companies, including Nokia, Agilent, PalmSource and Jupitermedia. Headquartered in Menlo Park, Calif., 
EmailLabs was founded in 1999 and is a subsidiary of J.L. Halsey Corporation (OTCBB:JLHY). 

For more information, visit www.emaillabs.com. 

Register for a demonstration, email us with your requirements or questions, or call us toll-free at 866.362.4522

Marketing Resources

For more email marketing tips, articles and tools, visit the industry’s most comprehensive resource center at http://www.emaillabs.com/resources 

and subscribe to EmailLabs’ award-winning newsletter, the Intevation Report, at http://www.emaillabs.com/resources_enewsletter_subscribe.html.

For expert advice and knowledge to address your marketing and delivery challenges, EmailLabs offers On-Demand Consulting Services. Visit 

http://www.emaillabs.com/solutions/services.html for a full list of service offerings.
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